
SyncStart

What are SyncStart Units? 
SyncStarts are 10-day, grade-level Units that introduce teachers and  
students to the skills and instructional routines they will need when  

using StudySync’s Core ELA curriculum. 

How do SyncStart Units help students? 

SyncStart Units build a foundation for student success by providing explicit 
instruction on skills students need to succeed in StudySync’s Core ELA 
program. Annotation, reading comprehension, and vocabulary strategy  

lessons prepare students for StudySync’s rigorous close reading routines.  
SyncStart writing instruction prepares students for the text-dependent  

and constructed responses they will compose in Core ELA Units.

How do SyncStart Units help teachers? 
SyncStart Units offer teachers a thorough introduction to the purposeful, 
research-based instructional routines in StudySync’s Core ELA program.  

Every SyncStart Lesson Plan contains additional PREP features to aid 
teachers as they explore the close reading, collaborative conversation, and 

academic writing routines embedded in StudySync.

What resources are available to help me get started  
with a SyncStart Unit in my classroom? 

SyncStart Units are built around a grade-level text from the Core ELA 
curriculum. This text is included in the Student Reading and Writing  

Companion so SyncStart reading instruction can take place online or off. 
SyncStart Unit Pacing Guides and detailed Lesson Plans with additional  

PREP sections help teachers understand important instructional  
routines and explain them to their students.
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How do I locate the SyncStart Units and Navigate through the resources in them?

Click on the “Core ELA” 
tab and locate your 
grade level in the gray 
bar. The new SyncStart 
link will be located 
directly above the first 
Unit. Click the link.
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Note: SyncStart Units can also be located within the Units tab of the Library.
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The SyncStart Unit will 
begin in the Overview 
section of the Unit,  
which contains the 
background information 
and purpose of the 
SyncStart Unit, as well  
as a Pacing Guide. Click 
the “Pacing Guide” link.
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A Pacing Guide will 
open in a new tab with 
a detailed, day-by-day 
plan, outlining the 10 
days it takes to cover  
the Unit.
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Click on the 
“Instructional Path” to 
view the instructional 
routine. You will see 
that all aspects of 
the StudySync core 
curriculum including 
Blasts, First Reads, 
Skills, and Close Reads 
are covered here, with 
multiple applications  
for each.
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Additionally, each 
lesson contains Access 
Handouts for scaffolding 
and differentiation, as 
well as detailed Lesson 
Plans. Click the “Lesson 
Plan” link to view the 
available information for 
a particular lesson. 
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The Lesson Plan will 
open in a separate 
tab and contains 
detailed information for 
instructing each lesson. 
Scroll through the lesson 
plan to view the various 
PREP sections for each 
part of the lesson.
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From the Instructional 
Path, you can also view 
a Student Preview of 
any assignment, or 
click “Assign” to send 
a lesson out to your 
Groups of students.

Open your SyncStart Unit and click the “Assign” button under the first Blast assignment to deliver the 
content to your students. Don’t forget that there is a Pacing Guide in the Overview section to help you 
work through every step of the 10-day Unit. The Pacing Guide will also recommend adjustments to the 
Core ELA curriculum to include the completion of your SyncStart Unit. 
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Note: This PREP section is for the Define part of the Skills lesson: Annotation.

Ready to go? 


